
“The families who live near the 
Houston Ship Channel are exposed to 
too much air pollution. Tugboats 
burning dirty diesel fuel, heavy 
trucks coming and going at all hours 
of the day and dozens of oil refineries 
and other chemical facilities 
contribute to serious health 
problems like asthma, heart disease 
and cancer that change lives 
forever.”
houstonnchronicle.com

  Facts:
➢ Marine shipping drives 90% of global trade, moving over 11 

billion tonnes of containers, solid and liquid bulk cargo across 
the world’s seas annually. Almost all consumer products we buy 
— or the raw materials required to make them — arrive at 
Canadian ports via ship.

➢ Marine shipping is responsible for two to three per cent of 
global greenhouse gas emissions. These are predicted to 
increase to 17 per cent by 2050 if left unchecked. Given these 
projections, it becomes increasingly important to mitigate 
energy use and greenhouse gas emissions of this industry in the 
face of climate change.

  Benefits of  Sustainability 

➢ Improves The port global image 
➢ Allows the ports to sustain its operations 

continuously 
➢ Healthy Work environment 
➢ Leads to more efficient outcomes 

What is Sustainability?
According to the UN World Commission on 
Environment and Development "sustainable 
development is development that meets the 
needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs".

Why is Sustainability 
important? 
Growth, is very important to all ports around 
the world but having growth and not following 
sustainability practices is untenable and will 
lead to undesired outcomes such as waste of 
resources,the destruction of the local 
environment and unsupportable growth that 
collapse in on itself. 

➢ Scarcity of  
resources

➢ Waste disposal
➢ The emission of 

pollutants, 
including carbon 
emission

➢ Port safety
➢ Cargo handling 

pollution
➢ Industrial pollution

Environmental 
Concerns:

Initiatives done by 
American ports:

➢ Greater use of rail:
➢ Constructing distribution, production, 

and manufacturing centers with rail 

access that link to port on-dock rail 

facilities, and eliminate unnecessary port 

dray truck miles between port and rail 

terminals; and

➢ Scheduling production/delivery dates to 

enable greater use of rail, which 

eliminates unnecessary truck movements 

in and around ports

➢ Reducing emissions:
➢ By retrofitting 20 RTGs with electric 

power, the GPA reduced emissions by 

roughly 1,800 tons. The GPA also 

retrofitted 11 locomotives with 

automatic engine stop-start devices, 

ultimately leading to an annual 

emissions decline of 18 tons.

➢ Planted 35 acres of trees
➢ Sought funding for zero-emission container 

handling and truck technology

  Initiatives by European ports
➢ Port of Bergen: investing in an entirely digital port operations 

control centre that can optimise the flow of ship traffic in and out of the port, 
preventing queues, downtime and emissions. 

➢ Port of Barcelona : will invest €110 million in its Nexigen project to 
decarbonise port activity and improve air quality. €90 million of these funds correspond 
to the investments that will be made in onshore power supply systems to connect ships to 
the general electricity grid while they are berthed.

https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805052-1.00030-9
https://unctad.org/system/files/official-document/rmt2019_en.pdf
https://unctad.org/system/files/official-document/rmt2019_en.pdf
https://unctad.org/system/files/official-document/rmt2019_en.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-409548-9.09270-8
https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-409548-9.09270-8
https://theconversation.com/why-decarbonizing-marine-transportation-might-not-be-smooth-sailing-116949
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